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Mechanical instabilities and elastic nonlinearities are emerging means for designing deployable and shape adaptive
structures. Dynamic snap-through buckling is investigated here as a means to tailor the deployment and retraction of
a slat-cove filler (SCF), a morphing component used to reduce airframe noise. Upon deployment, leading-edge slats
create a cove between themselves and the main wing, producing unsteady flow features that are a significant source of
airframe noise. A SCF is designed here to autonomously snap out as the slat deploys, providing a smoother
aerodynamic profile that reduces flow unsteadiness. The nonlinear structural behavior of the SCF is studied, and
then tailored, to achieve a desirable snapping response. Three SCF configurations are considered: 1) a constant
thickness (monolithic) superelastic shape-memory alloy (SMA) SCF, 2) a variable-thickness SMA SCF, and 3) a set of
stiffness-tailored fiberglass composite SCFs. Results indicate that, although monolithic SMA SCFs provide a simple
solution, thickness variations in both the SMA and stiffness-tailored composite SCF designs allow a decrease of the
energy required for self-deployment and a reduction of the severity of the impact between the SCF and the slat during
stowage. The enhanced nonlinear behavior from stiffness tailoring reduces peak material strains in comparison to
previous SMA SCF designs that leveraged material superelasticity for shape adaptation. The stiffness tailoring is
readily achieved through the use of layered composites, facilitating considerable weight savings compared to the dense
SMA designs. The aeroelastic response of different SCFs is calculated using fluid/structure interaction analyses, and it
is shown that both SMA and composite SCF designs can deploy and retract in full flow conditions.
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Introduction

HAPE-CHANGING structures can adapt in response to varying
operating conditions, thereby optimizing performance under
more than one design point [1–4]. Specifically, morphing behavior
can be induced by tailoring properties of the constituent materials [5–
7] and/or by designing stress fields into structural components [8,9].
The latter case can cause mechanical instabilities and geometrically
nonlinear elastic responses. The use of mechanical instabilities to
enable morphing capabilities is particularly useful when a system
requires large deformations or benefits from multiple configurations
[10–13]. Often, multistable snap-through behavior is achieved by
toggling between different postbuckled states [10,14–16].
In this Paper, we apply the adaptation-by-instability approach to
investigate and tailor the nonlinear structural response of a slat-cove
filler (SCF), a novel noise-reduction device to be employed on transport aircraft. Originally proposed by Gleine et al. [17], the SCF is a
morphing component used to fill the cove between the deployed
leading-edge slat and the main wing in transport class aircraft (see
Fig. 1). When high-lift devices are deployed during the low-speed
maneuvers of approach and landing at low altitudes, geometric
discontinuities associated with the leading-edge slat cove induce
unsteady circulation and other flow features that lead to elevated
levels of airframe noise (see Fig. 1a) [18,19], a growing concern in the
aerospace community. The function of the SCF is to alter the outer
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Fig. 1 Operation of the SCF: a) flow separation and consequent air circulation caused by the discontinuity of the slat geometry and SCF in its b) deployed
and c) retracted configurations.

mold line of the deployed leading-edge slat such that the airflow is
modified into an acoustically advantageous state, without affecting
the beneficial lift-generating qualities of the leading-edge slat (see
Fig. 1b) [17]. This concept has been shown to be effective at noise
reduction both experimentally [20–24] and computationally [25,26].
Alternative noise mitigation attempts include extended blade
seals [27], brushes [28,29], mass injection [30], and the slat-gap
filler†† [31,32].
A thin shell SCF concept is considered in this Paper as it has been
shown to be structurally effective at maintaining its shape under
aerodynamic flow and deforming into a stowed position between
the slat and main wing (see Fig. 1c) as the high-lift devices are
retracted [33,34]. Work on the thin shell SCF concept began with
the development of physical benchtop models [34] that incorporated
shape-memory alloys (SMAs), a type of active material that undergoes a solid-phase transformation when subjected to sufficient thermal or mechanical load, allowing for large recoverable deformations
[35]. Following the benchtop models, structural finite element models of the SMA-based SCF design were developed, and optimization
was performed with a focus of reducing actuation force required to
stow the SCF [33]. Work then shifted toward the development of both
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) and fluid/structure interaction
(FSI) models to assess the SCF behavior in relevant flowfield environments [36–38]. Concurrently with the computational CFD/FSI
model development, a scaled physical model with deployable slat/
flaps and a SMA SCF was built. Wind tunnel testing at various wing
configurations/flow conditions and structural experiments with digital image correlation were performed to begin validation of the
computational models [37–39]. Further work has also focused on
computational modeling of fully mechanized benchtop models [40].
A novelty of this Paper is that, for the first time, the effects of FSI
analysis on the SCF design are evaluated and the importance of
coupled analysis in the design is highlighted.
To avoid the addition of heavy and bulky actuators, the retraction
and deployment of the SCF should ideally be induced in a passive
manner. One means of achieving passive adaptation is by exploiting
geometric and/or material nonlinearities. The stowed configuration
of Fig. 1c can be designed to be statically unstable when no load is
acting on the SCF. In such designs, as the leading-edge slat deploys,
the SCF may autonomously snap out into its deployed shape, thereby
filling the cove. The deployment of the SCF can therefore be entirely
governed by nonlinear mechanics, in other words, a geometrically or
constitutively nonlinear restoring force. In this Paper, we consider
constitutive nonlinearity in the case of SMA SCFs and geometric
nonlinearity in all designs, as it can be exploited regardless of the
material system used.
Because of the nonlinearity of the problem, developing a robust
design methodology is a challenge. Here, we propose and test a
design methodology that uses finite element structural analysis and
CFD simulations. While previous work has focused predominantly
on using SMA materials for the SCF [6,33,36–38], a novelty of the
present Paper is the consideration of lightweight composite materials
for the first time. In particular, the influence of material selection
is investigated by comparing three SCF configurational classes:
††
The slat-gap filler concept is of particular interest to this Paper as it uses a
similar thin shell structure.

1) a uniformly thick (monolithic) SMA SCF, 2) a variable-thickness
SMA SCF, and 3) a fiberglass composite SCF having a carefully
designed layup. SMA materials are a natural choice for deployable
SCFs due to the intrinsic superelastic properties [38]. However, a
similar reversible, elastic behavior that permits extreme deformations
can also be achieved geometrically, rather than constitutively, by
exploiting elastic instabilities, in other words, snap-through buckling
[10,14]. In this case, laminated composites are particularly attractive
due to their excellent mass-specific properties and because, by varying the stacking sequence, the elastic properties and failure limits of a
laminate can be readily modified. Consequently, a higher control on
the tailoring of the nonlinear structural response of the SCF retraction/deployment process is permitted.
The remainder of the Paper is organized as follows. Section II
provides a short theoretical background to elastic instability pertaining to shape adaptation. Section III describes the structural and
aerodynamic analysis tools used and outlines the design constraints
during the tailoring process. Section IV discusses the tailoring process and presents dynamic structural and fluid/structure interaction
analyses of different SCF designs. Conclusions and suggestions for
future work are discussed in Sec. V.

II.

Elastic Instabilities and Shape Adaptation

Figure 2 shows the retraction/deployment process of a generic SCF
as driven by contact with the main wing. As the SCF is displaced from
its fully deployed shape due to contact with the main wing (Figs. 2b
and 2c), it deflects toward the slat. Since the trailing portion of the
SCF is constrained to slide in the small space between the main wing
and slat, its leading portion temporarily becomes unstable and separates from the wing (Fig. 2d) until contact with the slat-cove wall
restabilizes it. Finally, the wing deforms the SCF sufficiently to cause
snap-through into the inverted and retracted (stowed) configuration,
as shown in Figs. 2e and 2f.
During deployment, the point of contact between the SCF and
main wing moves progressively toward the leading end of the SCF
until the SCF becomes unstable and is free to snap back into its
deployed shape (Figs. 2h–2l). The retraction and deployment of the
SCF is therefore governed by the constraint applied by the contact
between the wing and the SCF. In summary, 1) during retraction, the
main wing pushes the SCF into its stowed configuration aided by the
nonlinear mechanics of the SCF that progressively reduces its
rigidity, while 2) during deployment, the SCF slides along the main
wing until the restraint that the wing provides is no longer sufficient to
prevent the SCF from snapping out into the cove.
The fundamental concepts underlying elastic instability and their
relation to the shape adaptability of the SCF are illustrated in a
simplified manner by considering the snap-through behavior of a
shallow arch and its load-displacement equilibrium curve (see Fig. 3).
The loading history of the shallow arch is shown by the equilibrium
curve in Fig. 3a, in which the reaction force F first increases with
growing applied displacement u but begins to decrease as the structure softens. When F falls below zero, the structure loses contact with
the load-application point and snaps to another equilibrium where
F > 0 (see Fig. 3b). Similarly, the deformation of the SCF is
governed by contact between the SCF and the main wing. As the
SCF is pushed into the main wing, it deforms under a controlled
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Fig. 2 Retraction a–g) and redeployment g–l) process for a generic SCF due to its interaction with the main wing. The red dot indicates the node used for
plotting displacements in Fig. 8.

displacement u with the reaction force at the point of contact F free to
modulate, depending on the evolving instantaneous structural stiffness of the SCF. An additional complication, as shown in Fig. 2, is
that the point of contact between the SCF and wing changes as the
SCF is free to slide along the leading edge of the main wing. Despite
this complication, the fundamental nonlinear mechanics driving
shape adaptation remain unchanged. Namely, as the SCF only
deforms due to the contact with the wing, the SCF loses contact with
the wing once the static reaction force becomes negative (F < 0).
Here, the SCF dynamically snaps through and then restabilizes by
contacting the slat-cove wall. This transition in shape across the snap
is demonstrated in Figs. 2e and 2f and schematically shown in Fig. 3b.

III.

Computational Model Development

This section describes the computational models developed for
this Paper. All models are based on a full-scale, freestream-aligned,

high-lift airfoil section extracted from the midspan of the Boeing/
NASA Common Research Model (CRM) [41,42]. The models are
developed in a similar manner as wind tunnel-scale structure and
fluid models from previous work [6,33,36–38]. The geometry
employed herein includes an additional SCF profile. For size reference, the retracted chord is 5.1 m, and it is assumed that the SCF is
operating in an isothermal environment.
A. Finite Element Structural Model

The full-scale structural finite element model of the CRM wing
with attached SCF (shown in Fig. 4a) is built using Abaqus [43], a
commercial finite element suite, and is based on wind tunnel scale
models developed in previous work [36–39]. The model includes the
SCF, leading-edge slat, main wing, and a hinge. The SCF assembly is
assumed to be much more compliant than all other components and is
modeled as the only deformable body; all other parts are considered
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Fig. 3 A shallow arch, representative of a SCF element, which is loaded by a unidirectional displacement u (push only, no pull) at its midspan and
resulting in reaction force, F: a) schematic equilibrium manifold showing snap-through when the structure loses contact with the actuation point (F < 0)
and b) configurations before and after snapping.

a) Overall assembly

b) SCF mesh and sections

Fig. 4 Structural FEA model of 2.5D SCF assembly: a) schematic of the SCF mounted onto the slat and b) the isolated SCF with sections targeted for
thickness and/or layup modification for tailoring of the nonlinear behavior.

rigid. The hinge is connected to the slat and the SCF and is free to
rotate, allowing for ease of SCF stowage/deployment (see Fig. 4a).
Hinge length (34.6 mm) and position of the hinge axis (18.2 mm from
the cove wall) are based on the scaled hinge of a wind tunnel model
from previous work [38]. Note that the hinge length is projected onto
the SCF (see Fig. 4b). To model an infinitely long SCF in the
spanwise (Z) direction and to reduce computational costs, symmetry
conditions are applied to edges aligned with the X–Y plane.
As shown in Fig. 4b, the SCF is split into multiple sections
including the SCF-hinge arm (assigned steel properties) and six
sections of equal length that are modified during the tailoring process.
For SMA SCF designs, the tailorable sections are assigned different
thicknesses, while for composite SCF designs, these sections are
assigned different layups. The material chosen for the composite
design studies is E-glass 913, a unidirectional glass fiber epoxy resin
system. The SCF is meshed along its curve with 259 equally spaced,
reduced-integration shell elements of type S4R. Since the SCF is
modeled as infinitely long in the z direction (i.e., using symmetry
conditions), it is meshed with one element along the spanwise
direction. A linear penetration law models contact in the direction
normal to the SCF thickness, while in the tangential direction contact
is assumed to be frictionless.
The mechanical responses of the SMA material and E-glass 913
composite lamina is shown in Fig. 5, highlighting both the superelastic
behavior of the SMA and the effect of the fiber orientation for the
composite. The SMA material initially exhibits a linear stress/strain
relationship. Upon reaching a critical stress value, the microstructure
transforms from austenite to martensite, allowing for large recoverable
deformations [44]. In contrast, the composite material exhibits a linear
elastic response with the modulus depending on the fiber direction.
Comparing only the elastic response of the two materials, superelastic
SMAs appear to be better suited for the large deformations and

snapping behavior associated with the stowage and deployment of
the SCF. However, by incorporating elastic instabilities into the
composite SCF, an alternative structural superleastic behavior can also
be obtained. A significant advantage of exploiting such elastic instabilities is the ability to change system response by both varying geometric and material parameters [10,16]. For this work, the SCF profile
cannot be changed because its shape is prescribed for optimal noise
reduction. The snap-through response of the SCF is thus modified via
stiffness tailoring. An additional possibility would be tailoring the

Fig. 5 Superelastic stress/strain response of the SMA material in Table 1
and elastic stress/strain response of E-Glass 913 for various fiber orientations (see Table 2), adapted from [45].
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response by prestressing or predeforming the SCF. Practically, this
would make the deployed state different in geometry from the manufactured shape and non-stress-free. For simplicity, however, this design
option is also not considered in this Paper.
To capture the response of superelastic SMA materials under
isothermal conditions, this Paper uses the Souza–Auricchio constitutive model [45], which is particularly useful in collaborative efforts
because it is precompiled in Abaqus as a user-material subroutine.
Required material properties include elastic modulus; Poisson’s
ratio; transformation strain H; critical transformation stresses σ Ms ,
σ Mf , σ As , and σ Af ; and stress influence coefficients CA and CM .
Experimental data from isothermal tension tests of SMA material
are used to calibrate the material properties of the constitutive model
[37]. Table 1 shows the calibrated properties.
Composite SCFs are modeled using the composite lamina feature
in Abaqus to create a stack of plies with fibers oriented in different
directions. Each lamina within the composite layup has a thickness of
0.125 mm. Properties of the chosen composite material, E-glass 913,
are shown in Table 2.
Two sets of load cases are considered during the tailoring process
to evaluate each SCF design: 1) six constant aerodynamic loadings
using static analysis and 2) a slat/SCF retraction and deployment
analysis using an implicit dynamic solver. For the static aerodynamic load case, the slat is fixed in its fully deployed state. The
pressure distributions for the aerodynamic loading are extracted
from CFD analyses of the CRM wing at 4, 6, and 8 deg angle of
attack given Mach 0.20 and Mach 0.24 flow (six total cases), with
both the slat and flap in a fully deployed configuration. Note that the
Mach 0.20 flow is considered the nominal landing condition and
Mach 0.24 flow is considered the most adverse case. For the slat/
SCF retraction/deployment load case, aerodynamic loading is not
considered because the calculation of pressure distribution on the
SCF for different levels of deployment requires an FSI analysis, this
more intensive analysis being addressed in Sec. IV. Rotational
displacement is applied to the rigid-body reference point assigned
to the slat, allowing for control of the slat articulation through a
25.2 deg arc (i.e., full articulation).
Table 1 SMA material properties
from [45] (see [46] for definitions)
Property

Value
Elastic properties
44.9 GPa, 26.4 GPa
EA , EM
νA  νM
0.33
Phase diagram properties
422 MPa, 425 MPa
σ Ms , σ Mf
247 MPa, 231 MPa
σ As , σ Af
7.12 MPa∕K
CA  CM
Transformation strain properties
H
5.15%
Other properties
ρ
6480 kg∕m3

Table 2

E-Glass 913 layer properties

Property
ρ
E1 , E2
ν12
X t a, Y t b
X c a, Y c b
S
a

Fibers direction 0 deg.
Fibers direction 90 deg.
c
Based on Hexcel data.
d
Based on [47,48].
b

Value
1900c kg∕m3
38.7d GPa, 8d GPa
0.28d
1548d MPa, 65.5c MPa
1000d MPa, 150d MPa
40d MPa
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B. Finite Volume Fluid Model

The finite volume fluid model of the CRM wing in flow is built
using SC/Tetra [46], a thermofluid finite volume solver that has a
precompiled link to the Abaqus Co-Simulation Engine [43]. The
fluid model shown in Fig. 6 consists of a rectangular fluid domain
centered around the CRM wing, the domain being 20 chords long in
the flow direction and 14 chords high in the vertical direction. To
reduce computational cost and maintain consistency with the structural model, the fluid model is meshed with a single element in the
spanwise direction. A single fluid mesh is not sufficient for this
problem due to the large volume change associated with SCF deformation and the rigid-body motion of the flap and slat. Instead of
performing multiple remeshes of the entire fluid model, this Paper
uses an overset mesh scheme [38,46] that subdivides the fluid domain
into two deformable and movable slave meshes (one tracking each
articulating high-lift device) and a master mesh (the main wing and
remaining fluid volume).
The fluid domain containing the main wing and overall flowfield is
defined using multiple volume regions assigned different element
sizes, those near the wing having a more refined mesh as compared to
freestream volumes farther away from the wing. The volume regions
associated with the slat and flap are meshed with the same element
size as the innermost region of the master mesh. The mesh is further
refined at the surface of the wing where layers of hexahedron elements are also inserted, increasing the resolution of the flowfield to
capture the boundary layer. Previous CFD work at the wind tunnel
model scale of the CRM wing serves as a basis for the mesh
generation parameters in the current work [37]. After combining
the three meshes, the resulting fluid model has approximately
850,000 elements (805,000 prism and 45,000 hexahedron elements).
The fluid domain is assigned incompressible air properties with
viscosity and density of 1.83 ⋅ 105 Pa : : : and 1.206 kg∕m3 , respectively. Turbulent characteristics of the flow are captured using the
shear-stress transport k − ω turbulence model [47], which is accurate
both in the far field and near the surface of the walls. Boundary
conditions for the fluid model consider the existence of an inlet, an
outlet, and walls. Inlet conditions are applied on the left and lower
surfaces of the outermost volume region, where the x- and y-components of the inlet velocity [magnitude of either Mach 0.20 (68 m∕s) or
Mach 0.24 (82 m∕s)] are specified. The angle of attack for the wing is
defined by the specification of the inlet velocity components. This
allows the same CFD mesh to be used for all considered flow
conditions. Additionally, the flow through the inlet is assumed to
be approximately laminar, and thus the turbulent kinetic energy k and
turbulent dissipation rate ε are set to approximately laminar values of
0.0001 m2 ∕s2 and 0.0001 m2 ∕s3 [46]. The outlets for the fluid model
(0 Pa static pressure) are specified as the upper and right boundaries
of the outermost fluid region. Smooth no-slip and no-penetration wall
conditions are assigned to every surface of the wing, deformable
or rigid.
Transient CFD analysis is conducted for each flow condition (4, 6,
and 8 deg angle of attack with freestream conditions of Mach 0.20
and Mach 0.24) with a total time of 3 s using a time increment of
5 ⋅ 10−5 s to develop the flow to approximately steady conditions.‡‡
The time-averaged (approximately steady) pressure distribution on
the SCF is extracted from each analysis and used for aerodynamic
loading cases during the structural tailoring process. These CFD
analyses are also used as initial conditions for the fluid model during
the FSI analyses.
C. FSI Framework

FSI analysis is required to both assess the viability of SCF designs
obtained via the tailoring process and understand how each design
behaves in fluid flow. For FSI analysis, structure and fluid solvers are
coupled using the Abaqus Co-Simulation Engine. The coupling
‡‡
Transient analysis, conducted until steady conditions are reached, is
chosen instead of a steady CFD analysis because flow features generated by
the high-lift configuration, such as separation on the upper surface of the flap,
prevented a steady-state solution.
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Fluid model of the CRM wing.

scheme employs a Gauss–Seidel time incrementation, whereby each
solver calculates its respective physical quantities separately, transferring relevant data to the other solver at set time increments across a
shared interface (i.e., the outer mold line of the slat/SCF). Abaqus
transfers the displacement of the slat/SCF (either from deformation or
rigid-body motion), while SC/Tetra provides the pressure loading
applied to the slat and SCF. Note that the framework is only compatible with transient CFD and finite element analysis (FEA) solvers;
thus, static FSI analysis is not possible. Additionally, aside from
numerical damping native to both solvers, no structural or numerical
damping is explicitly defined. This is deemed reasonable, as other
sources of damping that may affect the SCF have not been quantified
and further study of these sources is beyond the scope of this Paper.
Similar to the structural evaluation of each SCF design, FSI
analysis is split into two cases. The first case considers the high-lift
devices in fixed, fully deployed configurations. The continuous
deflection of the SCF, both the mean quantity and potential oscillations, is of interest for this load case. The second case is retraction
and deployment of the high-lift devices. Slat articulation is controlled
by Abaqus (see Sec. III.A), while rigid-body motions defined in
SC/Tetra are sufficient to describe the flap. During high-lift device
articulation, the closed volume mesh of the slat-SCF assembly undergoes significant deformation (e.g., element volume reduction during
retraction), eventually creating zero-volume elements. To avoid
these, a previously developed slat/SCF remeshing scheme is implemented [38] that pauses FSI analysis at a specified time, extracts and
rebuilds the deformed slat/SCF mesh, and then reinserts it into the
fluid model. FSI analysis is then continued.
D. Tailoring Process Constraints
1. Displacement from Aerodynamic Loading

When deployed and under aerodynamic loading, the SCF must not
significantly deform; previous work [20,25] has shown that the SCF
shape employed here is the most effective for noise mitigation and
significant displacement of its surface may reduce this effectiveness.
Additionally, large deviations from the optimal SCF shape may lead
to structural oscillations and perhaps additional noise. Based on
previous work on the full-scale CRM SCF [48], here we assume a
maximum displacement of 3.4 mm; a tailored composite SCF design
is considered infeasible if it fails to meet this constraint for any of the
six aerodynamic loading conditions.
2. Composite Stress Analysis

During the retraction process, the SCF is subjected to large deformations and associated high strains that can lead to possible material
failure. The common Tsai–Wu failure criterion (TWFC) [49] is used
herein to assess potential failure in the composite SCFs. It accounts
for interactions between different stress components and has been
shown to provide good failure predictions for composites [50].
According to the TWFC, for a state of plane stress, the failure index
IF of an orthotropic lamina is
IF  F1 σ 11  F2 σ 22  2F12 σ 11 σ 22  F11 σ 211  F22 σ 222  F66 σ 212
(1)

where σ 11 and σ 22 are the stress components longitudinal and transverse to the fiber direction, respectively, and σ 12 is the in-plane shear
stress. The F coefficients in Eq. (1) are given by
1
1
1
1
− ;
F2  −
Xt Xc
Yt Yc
p
1
 f F11 F22 ;
F12 
Xt Xc
1
1

;
F66  2
YtYc
S

F1 
F11
F22

(2)

where Xt , X c , Y t , and Y c are experimentally determined material
failure strengths in uniaxial tension t and compression c in the
directions longitudinal X and transverse Y to the fibers and are
summarized in Table 2 for E-Glass 913. The in-plane shear strength
S and all five experimental failure strengths in Eq. (2) are assigned
positive quantities. The value of the normalized interaction term f is
not easy to determine accurately with experiments. A value of f 
−0.5 is used herein, based on recommendations found in the literature [50].
The TWFC is applied to each kth lamina in the composite SCF and
checked at multiple locations along its arc length s such that
I kF  I kF s. To prevent local failure at any point in the composite
laminate, the failure index needs to satisfy
max I kF s < 1

k∈1;N

(3)

where k ∈ 1; N spans the laminae in the composite stack.
Composite laminates are particularly prone to delamination,
necessitating calculation of interlaminar stresses. As plane stress
shell elements are used in the structural models, accurate interlaminar
stresses are not available from Abaqus directly. Thus, these stress
components are derived via postprocessing of the in-plane values, σ xx
and σ xy , using Cauchy’s indefinite equilibrium equations with a
postprocessing technique described in [51],
σ kxz z  σ kxzb −

Z

z
zkb


σ xx;x  σ xy;y dz

(4)

where σ kxzb is the interlaminar shear stress at the bottom of the kth
layer and equal to zero at the bottom and top layer of the composite;
σ xx and σ xy are extrapolated from Abaqus simulations. To prevent
delamination, σ kxz z at each layer interface σ kxzb must be less than the
shear strength of the resin that bonds the laminae.

IV.

Designing Nonlinear SCF Behavior: Mechanical
and FSI Evaluations

In this section, results of the structural design process are presented, and those from FSI analyses on multiple SCF designs in
realistic flow conditions are discussed.
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A. Structural Design Methodology of SCF

Sample
CORE [C]

SMA-m
SMA-t

B. Structural Analysis of SCF Designs

Figure 8 shows the nonlinear behavior of two SCF designs (SMAm and composite-m) during the retraction/deployment process
depicted in Fig. 2. Figures 8a and 8b show the deflection δ of the
node indicated by the red dot in Fig. 2 plotted against force F, defined
as the sum of the reaction forces measured at the forward and aft ends
of the SCF (i.e., hinge and tie joint with the slat, respectively).
Figure 8c shows the area-specific kinetic energy KE released at the
same tracked node, which is defined as
KE  1∕2v2n ρh

Section 1a Section 1b Section 2a
02 ∕ 15∕

Section 2b Section 3a Section 3b
30∕ 15∕0s

02 ∕C∕02 
02 ∕C∕02 

0∕C∕0
0∕C∕0

[C]
[C]
[C]

(5)

where vn is the velocity of the node indicated by the red dot in Fig. 2, ρ
is the material density, and h is the thickness of the SCF at the position
of the node. The node for area-specific kinetic energy calculation is
within the section of the SCF critical for snapback (autonomous
deployment) for a design. Note that a global kinetic energy quantity
would include dynamic events away from this point and therefore
provide misleading quantities. Shown in Fig. 8d, the strain energy,
however, is computed over the entire SCF as it signifies the energy
input required by the slat actuation system to stow the SCF.
As illustrated in Fig. 8a, once the SCF contacts the main wing, the
force F increases until the deformation of the SCF reduces the force
to a minimum of 4.7 N for the SMA-m design and 15.3 N for
composite-m. The corresponding deflection for the minimum force
for both designs is approximately 0.48 m. Note that the sudden
decrease in force between 0.45 and 0.5 m coincides with a temporary
loss of contact between the SCF and the main wing, leading to a
dynamic snap of the SCF until it contacts the slat-cove wall (see
Fig. 2d). Once contact with the wing is restablished (see Fig. 2e),
F increases as the SCF is further deformed by the wing. Because of
the simultaneous geometric and constitutive superelastic effects, the

Ply properties, stacking sequences, and thickness distributions
along the SCF arc length

Composite-m
Composite-t1
Composite-t2
Composite-t3
Composite-t4
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deployment. However, because of the time associated with assessing
a single design via FSI analysis (approximately 3.5 days on a standard
workstation with ten cores for each load case), this is not feasible.
Instead, a number of designs are developed via the mentioned procedure, but only a few are later evaluated using FSI analysis in
Secs. IV.C and IV.D.
To demonstrate the variety of nonlinear responses achievable via
this design methodology, five composite SCFs are developed
(see layups in Table 3). Composite-m is a monolithic, uniform-thickness, composite baseline design, while composite-t1 to composite-t4
are tailored designs. Figure 7 shows a schematic of the ply orientations for the composites core [C] and composite-t1. Note that the
section designations correspond to the chordwise sections indicated
in Fig. 4b.
Given the general applicability of the design approach, we also
apply it to the SMA SCF. Starting from a baseline monolithic SMA
SCF (SMA-m) with the minimal thickness required to satisfy the
deflection constraint of 3.4 mm under the considered aerodynamic
conditions, SMA thicknesses along the SCF arc length in the six
tailoring subsections are varied. In this Paper, we present a single
tailored SMA SCF design (SMA-t). Table 3 shows the distribution of
thickness for both SMA designs.

An ideal SCF design releases little kinetic energy KE during the
retraction snap-through (slat moving toward the main wing), reducing the severity of impact between the SCF and slat, and stores little
strain energy SE when fully retracted, decreasing the actuator loads
required to articulate a slat with a SCF. Simultaneously, a high release
of KE and high reaction force is desired during deployment snap out
as these can be associated with full deployment even in the presence
of aerodynamic pressure fields. To achieve this behavior, improve
structural performance, and satisfy the imposed constraints described
in Sec. III.D, the nonlinear structural retraction process of the SCF is
investigated.
Previous work has focused on the application of SMA materials to
the SCF [6]. Here, lightweight composite materials are considered for
the first time. Compared to SMA-based designs, the lower material
density and cost of the glass fiber composite provide an advantage,
while their manufacturing process also enables elastic tailoring.
Obtaining different ply stacking sequence solutions permits control
of the equilibrium manifold and, consequently, tailoring of the
retraction deployment as needed.
The design of the composite SCFs is carried out via a trial-anderror methodology as the stacking sequence is modified along the
SCF arc length. Note that this process can be generalized to apply to
SMA SCF designs. The design procedure can be described as
follows:
1) A core stacking sequence (denoted by [C]), which satisfies
material failure requirements (see Sec. III.D) is chosen based on
preliminary structure evaluations. These evaluations showed that
stacking sequences with alternating layers between 45 and
90 deg consistently exhibited matrix-dominated failure in the dominant strain direction (along the arc length of the SCF) due to the lack
of reinforcing fibers. Subsequently, stacking sequences with alternating 15 and 30 deg layers were found to satisfy the failure and
transverse shear stress delamination constraints (see Fig. A2), while
providing sufficient strength in the spanwise direction of the SCF,
leading to the selection of the core stacking sequence.
2) This core layup is then modified parametrically by adding/
removing 0 deg layers along the SCF arc length (in the six tailoring
subsections) such that the maximum displacement requirement
(Sec. III.D) for the six static aerodynamic loadings is still satisfied.
This enables tailoring of the nonlinear response to achieve a variety of
behaviors and equilibrium manifolds, including desirable responses
such as low stored SE and low release of KE during retraction. Note
that the 0 deg layers are only added on the top and bottom of the core
sequence as here strains are too high for matrix-dominated layers in
the longitudinal direction.
3) Finally, the nonlinear structural response of the retraction and
redeployment process for a SCF design is assessed via finite element
structural analysis, allowing for the study of how various physical
features, such as released and stored energies and reaction forces,
affect the nonlinear behavior of the SCF.
Ideally, during the tailoring of the nonlinear SCF behavior, each
design would be evaluated using FSI analysis with two load cases
described in Sec. III.C (i.e., two additional steps to the previously
mentioned design methodology): 1) fixed, fully deployed and 2)
Table 3

/

02 ∕C∕02 
02 ∕C∕02 
02 ∕C∕02 

Thickness = 2.25 mm
Thickness = 2.18 mm

Thickness = 2.32 mm
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a)

b)
Fig. 7 Stacking sequence and thickness variation of fiberglass SCF: fiberglass SCF: a) lines represent composite layers and fiber orientation of the CORE
[C], and b) shows composite-t1 where plies of 0 deg are added along the SCF arc length on top and bottom of [C]. Step changes in thickness cause stiffness
variations in the structural asymmetry required to tailor the snap-through and snapback events.

strain energy in the SMA-m design remains relatively constant, while
the strain energy in the composite-m design increases.
Final snap-through of the monolithic composite and SMA designs
into the stowed configuration corresponds to a dynamic jump in the F
vs δ curves of Fig. 8a. As shown in Figs. 8c and 8d, the snap-through
causes a sudden peak of area-specific kinetic energy and a corresponding drop in strain energy. Figures 8b and 8d show that during
SCF redeployment, after an initially smooth reduction in reaction
force and strain energy, both quantities remain relatively constant for
the SMA-m (due to its material constitutive properties) and gradually
reduce for the composite-m as the SCF remains in its stowed state (see
Figs. 2h–2l for reference). As the point of contact between SCF and
main wing slides to the aft end of the SCF, at a deflection of 0.1 m,
spontaneous snapback is triggered. This corresponds to largest peaks
in force (Fig. 8b), a drop in strain energy (Fig. 8d), and sudden release
of kinetic energy (Fig. 8c). It is worth noting that, even though
composite-m stores more SE during the retraction phase, the SMAm exhibits a larger release of KE due to its higher density. With regard
to the monolithic SCF designs, these results suggest that the SMA-m
exhibits a more efficient structural performance compared to the
composite-m, as it causes less severe impact between SCF and slat
wall and a reduction in actuation energy. Chances of redeployment in
fluid flow appear to be similar. While SMA-m shows high values of
KE related to its density, composite-m compensates with higher
reaction forces during snapback.
Figure 9 summarizes the structural behavior during the retraction
and redeployment stages for the tailored SMA (SMA-t) and tailored
composite-t1, composite-t2, composite-t3, and composite-t4 SCF
designs. Results show that the tailoring of the SCF under constraints

leads to a range of dynamic responses. As seen from the force vs
deflection curves in Figs. 9a and 9b, the tailored designs show
qualitatively similar behavior to the monolithic designs in Figs. 8a
and 8b. However, during retraction, composite-t2, composite-t3, and
composite-t4 show earlier snap-through into the stowed configuration due to variable stiffness between Secs. I and II. Additionally, all
designs show smoother equilibrium curves, indicating a more gradual
retraction and deployment process. As a result, there are significant
reductions in maximum strain energy (−10.5%) and snap-through
kinetic energy (−44.4%) compared to the SMA-m design (see
Figs. 9c and 9d), demonstrating the effectiveness of the adaptationby-instability approach. Snapback into the redeployed configuration
occurs at approximately the same instant (approximately 1.85–1.87 s
or 90% slat deployment) for all designs, when the SCF has moved
sufficiently along the main wing, enabling it to freely snapback into a
redeployed configuration. The tailored SMA design shows the lowest
release of kinetic energy during the stowage, minimizing the risk of
potential damage due to collisions with the slat. This is likely due to
the combined superelastic behavior of material and geometric nonlinearities. Composite-t3 also shows a reduced release of area-specific KE and actually snaps twice due to interactions with the main
wing and the slat, thereby releasing kinetic energy more gradually
across two dynamic events.
With regard to redeployment of the SCF in flow, most of the
tailored designs show large values of KE at the end of the deployment
process, indicating a greater chance of successful redeployment in
flow as compared to the monolithic composite design. However, the
KE during snapback of all tailored designs is less than the monolithic
SMA design (see Table 4), which remains the most likely design to
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Fig. 8 Nonlinear force vs deflection dynamic behavior during a) SCF retraction and b) redeployment of the SMA-m and composite-m monolithic designs.
The associated release of specific kinetic energy and stored strain energy are plotted in c) and d), respectively.

redeploy in flow. Another metric for judging the likelihood of snapback under aerodynamic loading is the force F, measured as the sum
of reaction loads at the forward and aft ends of the SCF after snapback, as this quantifies the intensity of the snap. As shown in Fig. 9b
(and summarized in Table 4 as peak F at snapback), of the tailored
designs, SMN-t and composite-t4 exhibit the greatest peaks in force
during snapback and are therefore most likely to redeploy under the
external influence of dynamic aerodynamic pressure. Of all
composite designs, composite-t2 is least likely to redeploy as both
the released KE (Fig. 9c) and peak support force (Fig. 9b) are the
lowest. In summary, all the design solutions, monolithic and tailored,
show a monostable nonlinear response as when the slat separates
from the main wing the SCF autonomously redeploys (in the absence
of airflow). Modification of the SCF thickness/layup allows for
tailoring of the nonlinear dynamic responses, thereby providing a
design tool to achieve an efficient and predicable structural behavior
without modifying the geometry of the SCF.
These important model responses are summarized in Table 4. The
results show that all tailored composite designs reduce the strain
energy required to induce snap-through as compared to the monolithic composite design and that all designs pass the TWFC and peak
interlaminar shear stress constraints. The design with the lowest peak
strain (and perhaps the greatest durability) is composite-t2, while
composite-t1 and composite-t3 show low kinetic energy at snapthrough and high kinetic energy at snapback. However, the peak
support force of composite-t1, composite-t2, and composite-t3 is
significantly lower than for composite-t4 and SMN-t.
C. Fluid/Structure Interaction: Fixed, Fully Deployed

As stated in Sec. IV.A, the tailoring process for the nonlinear
behavior of both the SMA and composite SCF designs only considered:

1) constant pressure loads on the fully deployed SCF and 2) retraction/
deployment under no pressure loading. Understanding the true behavior of the flexible SCF in dynamic fluid flow and, in turn, assessing the
viability of designs obtained by the tailoring process, requires full FSI
analysis.
The first FSI load case assumes that the slat is fixed such that both
slat and SCF are fully deployed. As previously stated in Sec. IV.A, a
limited number of SCF designs are considered for FSI analysis:
1) monolithic SMA, 2) tailored SMA, 3) tailored composite-t2, and
4) tailored composite-t4. Additionally, each SCF design is only
evaluated using the flow condition that resulted in the highest deflection from static FEA analysis. This flow condition is Mach 0.24 at
8 deg angle of attack for composite SCFs and Mach 0.24 at 4 deg
angle of attack for SMA SCFs. The difference in flow conditions may
be due to the larger variation in stiffness along the curve of the
composite SCFs as compared to SMA SCFs. Each analysis is conducted for 2.5 s with a time step of 5 × 10−5 s.
Figure 10 shows the deflection (displacement magnitude) of the
node in each structural model with the maximum displacement
during the analysis for each of the SCF designs considered. All
FSI-predicted displacements exhibit an oscillatory behavior with
an initially high amplitude due to the sudden imposition of flow on
the structure. For all designs except composite-t4, this oscillatory
behavior decays toward a smaller constant amplitude. It is expected
that in a longer analysis the SCF may reach a steady equilibrium
configuration with the surrounding fluid for these cases. Instead of
only showing the steady-state response, the initial oscillatory
response and subsequent decay are shown to demonstrate how each
SCF design behaves within the same time span, providing an indication of how fast a design could return to steady state when perturbed. Both the composite-t2 and SMN-t designs tend to stabilize
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a)

b)

c)

d)

Fig. 9 Force vs displacement plots of a) the retraction and b) redeployment events of the tailored SMN-t and tailored composite-t1, composite-t2,
composite-t3, and composite-t4 SCF designs. The corresponding c) released kinetic energy and d) stored strain energy during the actuation processes are
plotted vs time.

Table 4

Material
SMA-m
SMA-t
Composite-m
Composite-t1
Composite-t2
Composite-t3
Composite-t4

Material density ρ,
kg∕m3
6480
6480
1900
1900
1900
1900
1900

Comparison of different SCF designs with SMA and composite material solutions
Kinetic energy at
snap-through and
snapback KEst , KEsb ,
J∕m2
99, 1023
49, 731
142, 716
104, 790
188, 569
71, 725
373, 718

Strain energy at
snap-through
SEst , J
8.94
8.59
12.48
10.02
8.53
8.00
9.43

faster as compared to the monolithic and tailored composite-t4
designs, the latter showing unacceptable instability. Additionally,
unlike other designs, composite-t4 exhibits significant oscillation
about two points (see Fig. 10d) with similar frequencies that are
approximately in the same locations as the maximum deflections for
the other SMA and composite designs. The amplitude of the oscillations for composite-t4 are large enough such that the two points
exhibit the highest deflection at different times, unlike composite-t2
(see Fig. 10c).
Additionally, shown in Fig. 10 are the calculated displacements at
these same nodes from FEA considering two static pressure fields:
1) pressure from the initial CFD analysis (which establishes flow
conditions for FSI analysis) and 2) time-averaged pressure from FSI

Peak F at
snapback F, N
243
211
338
146
113
148
233

Max strain ϵx , % TWFC IkF s
−1.60
——
−1.56
——
−1.68
0.82
−1.58
0.86
−1.33
0.86
−1.47
0.89
−1.49
0.86

Interlaminar
shear stress σ xz ,
MPa
——
——
−6.25
−5.42
−3.94
−4.26
−4.37

analysis. It can be seen that the resulting nodal displacement from the
static analysis with the time-averaged FSI pressure distribution is
approximately equal to the time-averaged displacement from the
FSI analysis, as expected. With the exception of composite-t4,
the displacement of the structure calculated using the initial CFD
pressure distribution is significantly lower, indicating an adverse
pressure-deflection relationship.
Displacement of the entire SCF, instead of the one node with
maximum deflection, is examined to better understand the trends in
Fig. 10. The static deflection of the SCF tends to be toward the cove in
and near sections 1b and 3a in Fig. 4 and away from the cove in and
near section 2b. Static deflection in the SCF creates stress in the
structure that affects the dynamic response, and in turn, the deflected
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Fig. 10 Deflection time histories for points of highest displacement given four different SCF designs: a) monolithic SMA, b) tailored SMA, c) tailored
composite-t2, and d) tailored composite-t4. Deflections from static FEA using the time-averaged FSI pressure field (blue) and initial CFD pressure field
(red) are also shown.

shape affects the pressure distribution developed by the fluid flow.
For all designs except composite-t4, the aerodynamic pressure
increases with larger deflection into the cove and away from the
undeformed shape. This effect accounts for the FSI-informed static
deflection being greater than the CFD-informed in Figs. 10a–10c.
Additionally, stress relief in the structure and decreasing aerodynamic pressure cause the dynamic deflection response to be asymmetric, favoring lower deflection until a solution time of about 0.5 s.
For the composite-t4 design, opposite trends are observed such
that the aerodynamic pressure decreases with increasing deflection of
the SCF into the cove from the undeformed configuration. This
opposite trend accounts for the FSI-informed static deflection being
less than the CFD-informed solution in Fig. 10d. Similarly, asymmetric dynamic deflection response that favors larger deflections is
noted. However, in the composite-t4 design, the dynamic deflection
response shows no indication of decrement or ringdown. These
trends suggest that, while the difference in layup between the two
composite designs is small, the particular stiffness and mass distribution of the composite-t4 design couple to the aerodynamics in an
undesirable manner.
Based on the results of the FSI analysis and static FEA, only the
composite-t2 design still satisfies the displacement constraint while
remaining stable during FSI analysis. Overall, these results suggest
that coupling between the pressure field and the displacement of the
SCF tends toward destabilization of the SCF, further reinforcing
observations from previous work [48]. As the SCF is deformed due

to aerodynamic loading, the local pressure field changes such that the
SCF displaces further. Note that, while this behavior is undesirable,
the Mach 0.24 flow speed is the most adverse condition. Under
nominal Mach 0.20 flight conditions, the SCF has a lower displacement and is thus less affected by this destabilizing coupling. These
results demonstrate that the coupled FSI response must be considered
in the design of the SCF to result in acceptable performance.
D. Fluid/Structure Interaction: Deployment

The second load case assumed for FSI analysis considers transient
deployment of the slat and SCF, critical because any viable tailored
SCF designs must redeploy under dynamic flow conditions. For each
SCF design analyzed, an initial structural analysis (no aerodynamic
loading) is performed to fully retract slat and SCF. The resulting
assembly geometry is extracted and used to generate a slave mesh for
the overset fluid model (see Sec. III.B). This approach for obtaining
the SCF retracted geometry is chosen because the flow conditions
change between landing and takeoff (requiring another set of FSI
analyses), and during retraction, the SCF deformation is dominated
by contact between the main wing and the slat. Additionally, once
fully retracted, the SCF is cut off from the flowfield. Similar to the
previous FSI load cases, initial conditions for the FSI deployment
analysis are developed by performing a CFD analysis. Far-field flow
conditions are identical to the previous FSI load case (i.e., Mach 0.24
and the same angles of attack). Because the SCF is cut off from flow
and in contact with the main wing, the initial oscillations at the start of
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FSI analysis (similar to those in the fixed, fully deployed FSI cases)
are not expected. However, oscillatory behavior could be induced
during slat deployment as the SCF is reintroduced to the flow and due
to inertial effects from deployment (snapout). During the FSI analysis, both the slat and flap are synchronously deployed over 2 s with a
time step of 5 × 10−5 s and then held in a fully deployed position for
0.5 s resulting in a computational cost of approximately 3.5 days on a
standard workstation with ten cores. Note that the deployment of the
slat and flap in this analysis is significantly faster than in an actual
system (approximately 20 s). However, the computational cost for an
analysis with a deployment time of 20 s would have required approximately 30 days. Additionally, because of the significant volume
change during the deployment analysis, a remeshing scheme is
implemented [38]. When the mesh is deemed poor during slat
deployment, the FSI analysis is paused, and the slat/SCF mesh is
rebuilt. Fluid flow and structural results are then mapped as initial
conditions onto the continuation of FSI analysis with the new mesh.
Figure 11 shows the velocity contours during deployment for
the composite-t2 and monolithic SMA SCFs. Note that the
composite-t4 and SMN-t structurally behave in a manner similar to
the composite-t2 SCF (e.g., they fail to deploy in flow) and are thus
not shown for brevity. For both the tailored and monolithic designs,
the magnitude of velocity across the surface of the slat and main wing
leading edges generally increases as the high-lift devices deploy. This
is due to the increasing effective camber of the wing and the creation
of suction peaks on the main wing leading edge.
For all designs, in the range of 80–90% deployment, a jet of high
velocity is present in the small gap between the main wing and the
SCF. Additionally, during much of the deployment, flow over the
main wing leading edge is prevented, resulting in flow separation off
the slat cusp that reconnects downstream on the lower surface of the
main wing, similar to a drooped leading edge. This behavior is also
similar to an alternative aeroacoustic noise-reduction system known
as the slat-gap filler [31]. Similar phenomena were observed during
FSI analyses of a model scale SCF [38]. As seen in Fig. 11, only the
monolithic SMA SCF successfully redeploys.
To better understand the structural response of the SCF during the
deployment analysis, the kinetic energy, strain energy, and displacement of the nodes from the previous load case (Fig. 10) are examined.
Note that the displacement shown here is measured with respect to the
retracted configuration. For the first 80% (1.6 s) of the deployment,
the kinetic energy is near zero, and the displacement is dominated by
the deployment (quasi-steady increase with no fluctuations), indicating that there is no significant oscillatory response. This response is
attributed to the contact between the SCF and main wing. Additionally, as expected, because the SCF is not exposed to flow at the start of

a)

/
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the FSI analysis, there is no initial large oscillatory behavior due to
the sudden imposition of flow. However, after 80% deployment, all
SCF designs lose contact with the main wing, resulting in the generation of the previously mentioned jet of high velocity flow. Since
motion of the SCF is no longer restrained by the contact with the main
wing, the jet of high-speed flow induces a high-frequency vibration
with significant oscillations in the SCF as indicated by increases in
kinetic energy and fluctuations in displacement and strain energy.
Note that this behavior is expected to occur regardless of deployment
speed. For SCF designs that did not successfully redeploy, as the slat
reaches full deployment (2 s), the jet of high velocity flow diminishes,
allowing for the designs to stabilize in a stowed configuration as
indicated by the decreasing oscillations with lower frequencies in
both kinetic and strain energy. This stabilization in the stowed
configuration is further demonstrated in Fig. 12d, which shows the
fluctuation in displacement of the nodes from Fig. 10 once the slat is
fully deployed. For the monolithic SMA design, redeployment is
clearly visible as indicated by the sudden changes in kinetic energy,
strain energy, and displacement. With the exception of final stages of
deployment where some designs fail to redeploy, the kinetic and
strain energy curves from the FSI deployment analyses match well
with the curves from the structure-only deployment analyses of the
tailoring process (see Figs. 8 and 9). This is not unexpected, given that
for a majority of the analyses the structural response of the SCF is
primarily influenced by the contact with main wing and slat.
Prompted by the stabilization of many SCF designs in an undeployed configuration, examination of the pressure distribution acting
on the SCF at the end of the analysis reveals a distribution that is
considerably different than the one obtained from CFD analysis of the
undeformed, fully deployed SCF. As shown in Fig. 13, the tailored
designs exhibit a significantly higher positive pressure on the aft
portion of the SCF. This considerably different pressure distribution
acting on the tailored designs, only available through FSI analysis, is
not accounted for during the tailoring process (see Sec. IV.A). Based
on the results shown in Figs. 9 and 12 (especially the monolithic SMA
design which exhibited the highest strain energy and redeployed), the
tailored designs, which satisfy displacement constraints when fully
deployed, do not store sufficient strain energy during the retraction
process to redeploy under the unexpectedly different dynamic pressure loadings encountered. Overall, not accounting for the aerodynamic loadings encountered during deployment in the tailoring
process is deemed to be the cause of failed redeployment for the
tailored designs. Recall that one of the desirable features for a SCF
design is reduced strain energy stored at the end of retraction as that
correlates with a decrease in actuator loading. While the reduction in
strain energy is important for physical implementations of the SCF,

b)

Fig. 11 Velocity contours during deployment for a) tailored composite-t2 design and b) monolithic SMA design under Mach 0.24 flow (deployment
percentage indicated).
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a)

b)

c)

d)

Fig. 12 Time histories of a) kinetic energy b) strain energy, c) displacement of node from Fig. 10 relative to retracted configuration, and d) fluctuation of
displacement once the slat is fully deployed. Note that deployment occurs over 2 s. The SMA-m design is not shown in d as the FSI analysis ends upon SCF
redeployment.

Angle of Attack
Angle of Attack

a)

b)

Fig. 13 Comparison between undeformed SCF and final configuration for tailored designs (i.e., unable to deploy) after FSI analysis of full deployment for
a) shape and b) pressure distribution.

not including these unexpected aerodynamic loadings allowed the
tailoring process to reduce the stored strain energy to levels that
could not overcome the aerodynamic loading and redeploy the SCF.
The inability to redeploy is also attributed to a reduced release of
kinetic energy during snapback (see Figs. 8 and 9) compared to the

monolithic SMA SCF design. Recall that the tailoring process
reduces the release of kinetic energy during retraction, resulting in
two desirable design features: 1) prevention of violent collisions with
the slat during retraction/stowage and 2) promotion of smoother
retractions/redeployments. However, as previously discussed in
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Fig. 14 Velocity contour plot during deployment for tailored
composite-t4.

Sec. IV.A, a large release of kinetic energy also aids in redeployment
of the SCF. It is suspected the tailoring process would result in an SCF
design (composite or SMA) that is able to meet displacement constraints and fully redeploy under dynamic flow through the following
improvements: 1) include FSI analysis or some alternate but likewise
accurate representative pressure field during redeployment, 2)
require more release of kinetic energy during deployment, or 3) limit
the reduction of strain energy.
Based on the FSI results of the tailored designs assessed at Mach
0.24 and the results of the structural analyses from Sec. IV.B, the
composite-t4 design is believed to be the most likely to redeploy
under more conventional flow conditions because it exhibits the
highest stored strain energy and peak reaction force during snapback
(an indicator for potential redeployment) of the tailored designs, both
of which may allow the SCF to overcome the aerodynamic loading. It
is thus further tested in Mach 0.20 flow, the nominal landing speed.
As shown in Fig. 14, under this standard flow condition, this design is
able to redeploy, demonstrating that the tailoring process can result in
viable SCF designs.

V.

Conclusions

This Paper has investigated the design of the slat-cove filler, a
morphing device that autonomously deploys into the cove between
the leading-edge slat and wing of a transport aircraft for airframe
noise reduction. The retraction and deployment of the SCF is governed by contact and loss of contact with the main wing as the
leading-edge slat moves relative to the main wing.
Because of the nonlinearity of the problem, developing a robust
design methodology is a challenge. The authors proposed and tested a
design methodology that relies on a combination of structural analyses
and CFD simulations. In particular, the influence of materials selection
(shape-memory alloy and fiberglass composite) and the tailoring of the
nonlinear SCF structural behavior are investigated via finite element
analysis. The results of the structural analysis showed that stiffnesstailored SMA and composite designs were able to autonomously
deploy from their retracted positions in the slat cove once contact with
the main wing was lost. In fact, through varying the thickness and/or
composite stacking sequence along the SCF arc length, it was possible
to control the shape of the snap-through equilibrium curves to modify
the amount of kinetic energy released during snaps and to reduce the
required strain energy for stowage. Compared to a baseline monolithic
(untailored) SMA SCF design [37,38], the kinetic energy released
during snap-through of a composite SCF can be reduced by as much as
−28.3% (composite-t3 design). Additionally, by modifying the equilibrium manifolds, a variety of behaviors including desirable design
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features for both retraction (low stored SE, low release of KE during
snap-through) and redeployment (high release of kinetic energy and
peak force at snapback) could be obtained. These results suggested
that, for portions of the span of a full wing SCF where strains are
sufficiently low, the superelastic SMA material can be replaced with a
tailored laminated composite design as the superelastic material behavior of the SCF is replicated by geometrically nonlinear behavior.
The behaviors of the monolithic SMA SCF, tailored composite
SCFs, and tailored SMA SCF in a relevant flow environment were
also investigated using FSI analysis to assess the viability of designs
obtained via the tailoring process. An FSI model of the SCF was
created, and computations were performed for two load cases:
1) high-lift devices in a fixed, fully deployed configuration and
2) high-lift device transient deployment. With the exception of the
composite-t4 design, the SCF designs exhibited oscillatory behavior
that decayed in time toward a constant value. However, comparison
of deformation of the SCF under static loading from FSI (coupled)
and CFD (uncoupled) analysis showed aeroelastic interactions
between the SCF and the surrounding fluid that could destabilize
the structure at higher flow velocities. Throughout most of the highlift device deployment, the structural response of the SCF in flow
(FSI analysis) and out of flow (structural analysis during the tailoring
process) are relatively the same. However, only the monolithic SMA
SCF and composite-t4 SCF successfully redeployed. Failure of the
others to do so was attributed to the fact that the tailoring design
process that created them did not account for the aerodynamic loading acting on the SCF during deployment, which was found to be
considerably different than the loading when the SCF is fully
deployed, nor the coupling between SCF deflection and the aerodynamic load distribution. Not including these loading effects allowed
the tailoring process to reduce certain responses such as the stored
strain energy (desirable for decreased actuator loads) below a critical
level, resulting in the creation of designs that could not overcome the
loadings encountered during deployment.
Future work will focus on refining the tailoring process and
obtaining improved designs by incorporating FSI analyses of the
deployment of the SCF during high-lift device articulation. Additionally, the effect of changing the peak kinetic energy experienced
during slat articulation also needs to be investigated. A physical
benchtop model of a composite design will also be built and tested
to validate the computational tools discussed herein.

Appendix: Stress Analysis
Section III.D describes the constraints that must be accounted for
during the design of a composite slat-cove filler. These include the
Tsai–Wu failure criterion and transverse shear stresses of the
composite solutions. Figure A1 shows the strains in the x direction
for some of the studied SCF solutions as a function of simulation
time. Maximum strains are identified at the snap-through. For each
design, ϵx , the Tsai–Wu index, and σ xz for each element of the SCF
part are evaluated vs simulation time, thereby identifying the element
and time step at which the component experiences the highest
stresses and strains. The strains, TWFC, and σ xz are then evaluated
through the thickness of the identified element.
Figures A2a and A2a compare ϵx and σ x through the thickness for
the highest-strained element of the SMA-m, SMA-t, composite-t3,
and composite-t4 SCF solutions. While the strains between
composite and SMA SCFs are comparable, due to its intrinsic
material properties, the SMAs show lower internal stresses through
the thickness. Figure A2c shows the Twai–Wu failure index through
the thickness of different composite designs. Note, for clarity, only
the composite-m and composite-t4 designs are shown. As seen in the
figure, both designs have the highest failure index in proximity to
the bottom 30 deg orientation ply. Additionally, all designs satisfy the
failure criterion of magnitude smaller than unity. Finally, in Fig. A2d,
the transverse shear stress is plotted. Here, maximum values vary
from −6.25 to 3.49 MPa. The interlaminar failure strength of the
fiberglass reinforced plastic is estimated to be around 150 MPa in
compression and 65.5 MPa in tension [52,53]. Hence, delamination
damage due to elevated intelaminar stresses is unlikely.
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Fig. A1 Strains of the highest-strained elements during the simulation. In all cases, peaks in deformation are reached at snap-through of the SCF.

a)

b)

c)

d)

Fig. A2 Failure analysis of composite SCF: a) maximum strain ϵx and b) stress σ x through the thickness of composite-t3 and composite-t4 compared to
monolithic and tailored SMA SCFs, and c) the Tsai–Wu failure criterion and d) transverse shear stress σ xz of different composite SCFs are compared.
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